Abstract. A pair of functions defined on a set X with values in a vector space E is said to be disjoint if at least one of the functions takes the value 0 at every point in X. An operator acting between vector-valued function spaces is disjointness preserving if it maps disjoint functions to disjoint functions. We characterize compact and weakly compact disjointness preserving operators between spaces of Banach space-valued differentiable functions.
Let X, Y be topological spaces and let E, F be Banach spaces. Suppose that A(X, E) and A(Y, F ) are subspaces of the spaces of continuous functions C(X, E) and C(Y, F ) respectively. An operator T : A(X, E) → A(Y, F ) is said to be disjointness preserving or separating if T maps disjoint functions to disjoint functions. Here disjointness of two functions f and g in, say, A(X, E) simply means that either f (x) = 0 or g(x) = 0 for all x ∈ X. In case E = F = R, any algebraic homomorphism T : C(X) → C(Y ) is disjointness preserving. The study of such homomorphisms is classical; see, for example [8] . Disjointness preserving operators on spaces of continuous functions, whether scalar-or vector-valued, have also been investigated extensively; a by-no-means exhaustive list of references includes [1, 3, 5, 11] . We also note that a complete characterization of disjointness preserving operators T : C(X) → C(Y ) is obtained in [12] . A similar result for operators T : C 0 (X) → C 0 (Y ), X, Y locally compact, was obtained in [16] , as well as characterizations of compactness and weak compactness of T . These results were extended to the vector-valued case in [13] . In a parallel direction, many authors have studied algebraic homomorphisms between spaces of scalarvalued differentiable functions [4, 9, 10] . In the vector-valued case, Araujo [2] gave a characterization of biseparating maps T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ), p, q < ∞. (A map T is biseparating if it is a bijection and both T and T −1 are disjointness preserving.)
In this paper, we undertake a thorough study of compact and weakly compact disjointness preserving operators T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ). Recall that a linear map T between topological vector spaces is said to be compact, respectively, weakly compact if T maps some open set onto a relatively compact, respectively, relatively weakly compact set. Our results can be compared in particular with those of [9, 10] , which concern homomorphisms on spaces of scalar-valued differentiable functions. (Note, however, that in [9] , a (weakly) compact operator is defined to be one that maps bounded sets onto relatively (weakly) compact sets.) A major difference between the present situation and the case of homomorphisms treated in [9, 10] is that the operator T is represented as a series rather than a single term (see Theorem 10) . Because of the interference between terms, extraction of information on the various components of the representation (i.e., the terms Φ k and h in Theorem 10) becomes a much more delicate business.
We now briefly summarize the contents of the various sections of the paper. In §1, a variation of the Stone-Čech compactification procedure is introduced to obtain the support map of a disjointness preserving operator. In §2, based on a concentration argument (Proposition 9), a general representation theorem for continuous disjointness preserving operators between spaces of vector-valued differentiable functions is obtained (Theorem 10). The next three sections are devoted to a close study of the support map in various situations. This study, especially in the cases p = q = ∞ and p = q < ∞, requires careful analysis of the map T utilizing the representation in Theorem 10. The result of the analysis is that the support map is locally constant unless p > q. In §6, the compactness or weak compactness of T is taken into account. First, in Proposition 25, we embed C q (Y, F ) linearly homeomorphically into a product of Banach spaces of (vector-valued) continuous functions. Then, using well-known characterizations of compactness and weak compactness in spaces of continuous functions, we reach the goals of characterizing compact and weakly compact disjointness preserving operators T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ) in all cases except where p > q. In the final section, it is shown that when p > q, not only is the support map h not necessarily locally constant, it does not even have to be differentiable at all points. Nevertheless, we show that h is C q on a dense open set and deduce characterizations of compact and weakly compact disjointness preserving operators.
The first author thanks Wee-Kee Tang for many discussions concerning the results of the paper.
Compactification
Let X be a Hausdorff topological space and let E be a Banach space. Suppose that A(X) is a vector subspace of C(X), the space of all continuous real-valued functions on X. Assume that A(X) separates points from closed sets: If x ∈ X and P is a closed subset of X not containing x, then there exists ϕ ∈ A(X) so that ϕ(x) = 1 and ϕ(P ) ⊆ {0}. Let A(X, E) be a vector subspace of C(X, E), the space of E-valued continuous functions on X, that is A(X)-multiplicative: ϕf ∈ A(X, E) if ϕ ∈ A(X) and f ∈ A(X, E). The use of A(X)-compactification (defined below) in the study of separating maps is inspired by a similar construction in [1] . Proposition 1. Define i : X → R A(X) by i(x)(ϕ) = ϕ(x). Then i is a homeomorphic embedding.
Proof. If x 1 = x 2 , there exists ϕ ∈ A(X) such that ϕ(x 1 ) = ϕ(x 2 ). It follows that i is one-to-one.
Since each ϕ ∈ A(X) is continuous, i is also continuous. Suppose x 0 ∈ X and U is an open neighborhood of x 0 in X. Set P = X \ U . There exists ϕ ∈ A(X) such that ϕ(x 0 ) = 1 and ϕ(P ) ⊆ {0}. Now V = {a ∈ R A(X) : a(ϕ) > 0} is an open neighborhood of i(x 0 ) in R A(X) . If x ∈ X and i(x) ∈ V , then ϕ(x) = i(x)(ϕ) > 0 and hence x / ∈ P . Thus x ∈ U . This establishes the continuity of i −1 on i(X).
Denote by R ∞ the 1-point compactification of R and regard R A(X) naturally as a subspace of R A(X) ∞ . We call the closure of i(X) in R A(X) ∞ the A(X)-compactification of X and denote it by AX. Note that AX is indeed compact Hausdorff and X is homeomorphic with the dense subspace i(X) in AX.
Assume from hereon that A(X) has the following property ( * ):
For any N ∈ N, any ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ N in A(X) and any C ∞ function Φ : R N → R with sup a∈R N |∂ ξ Φ(a)| < ∞ for all ξ, the function
We omit the simple proof of the next lemma.
Proposition 3. Assume that A(X) separates points from closed sets and has property ( * ). If P and Q are subsets of X with i(P )
then there exists ϕ ∈ A(X) so that ϕ(P ) ⊆ {0} and ϕ(Q) ⊆ {1}.
Proof. Let P and Q be as above. By compactness of i(P ) AX and i(Q) AX , there are two finite collections U 1 and U 2 of basic open sets in R
where S(U ) is a finite subset of A(X) and V ϕ (U ) is open in R ∞ for all ϕ ∈ S(U ). If some V ϕ (U ) contains ∞, replace it with V ϕ (U ) ∩ R. The modified collections of basic open sets still cover i(P ) and i(Q) respectively. Let S = ∪{S(U ) : U ∈ U 1 ∪ U 2 }. Then S is a finite subset of A(X). Denote by P ′ and Q ′ the respective projections of i(P ) and i(Q) onto R S . We claim that d(P ′ , Q ′ ) > 0. If the claim is false, there are sequences (p n ) and (q n ) in P and Q respectively so that d(ρ(i(p n )), ρ(i(q n ))) → 0, where ρ is the projection from R A(X) onto R S . This implies that |ϕ(p n ) − ϕ(q n )| → 0 for all ϕ ∈ S. It follows that there is an increasing sequence (n k ) in N so that for all ϕ ∈ S, (ϕ(p n k )) and (ϕ(q n k )) both converge to the same r ϕ in R ∞ . Define r ϕ ∈ R ∞ arbitrarily for ϕ / ∈ S. Then r = (r ϕ ) lies in the closure of both ∪U 1 and ∪U 2 in R A(X) ∞ , a contradiction. So the claim is verified. Let Φ : R S → R be a function given by Lemma 2. By property ( * ),
Let Y be a Hausdorff topological space and let F be a Banach space. Suppose that A(Y, F ) is a vector subspace of C(Y, F ). Two functions
In the sequel, for f ∈ A(X, E), let C(f ) = {x ∈ X : f (x) = 0} and let C(f ) be the closure of i(C(f )) in AX. there exists f ∈ A(X, E) with T f (y) = 0}, so that if f ∈ A(X, E) and h(y) / ∈ C(f ), then T f (y) = 0.
We will call h the support map of the operator T . The proof of the proposition is decomposed into the next three lemmas. For any y ∈ Y , Let O y be the family of all open subsets U of AX so that there exists f ∈ A(X, E) with T f (y) = 0 and C(f ) ⊆ U .
Lemma 5. O y is closed under finite intersections.
Proof. Suppose that U 1 , U 2 ∈ O y and f 1 , f 2 are as in the definition. Choose open sets V 1 , V 2 in AX so that
Let P = i −1 (V 1 ) and
exists ϕ ∈ A(X) so that ϕ(P ) ⊆ {0} and ϕ(Q) ⊆ {1}. Then ϕf j ∈ A(X, E), j = 1, 2. If x ∈ X and (ϕf 1 )(x) = 0, then ϕ(x) = 0 and f 1 (x) = 0. Hence i(x) / ∈ C(f 1 ) ∩ C(f 2 ) and i(x) ∈ C(f 1 ). Thus f 2 (x) = 0. Therefore, ϕf 1 ⊥ ϕf 2 and it follows that either T (ϕf 1 )(y) = 0 or T (ϕf 2 )(y) = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the former holds. Then
It is easy to see thatỸ is an open subset of Y . Note that O y = ∅ if y ∈Ỹ . By compactness of AX, ∩{U AX : U ∈ O y } = ∅ if y ∈Ỹ .
Lemma 6. If y ∈Ỹ , then ∩{U AX : U ∈ O y } contains exactly one point.
Proof. Suppose that there are distinct points
Let U and V be disjoint open neighborhoods of x 1 and x 2 respectively in AX. Let U 1 and V 1 be open neighborhoods of x 1 and x 2 respectively in AX so that U 1 AX ⊆ U and V 1 AX ⊆ V . By Proposition 3, there exists ϕ ∈ A(X)
It follows that W / ∈ O y and hence T (ϕf )(y) = 0. Similarly, T (f − ϕf )(y) = 0. Hence T f (y) = T (ϕf )(y) + T (f − ϕf )(y) = 0 for all f ∈ A(X, E), contrary to the fact that y ∈Ỹ .
For each y ∈Ỹ , define h(y) to be the unique point in
If f ∈ A(X, E) and h(y) / ∈ C(f ), then there exists an open set U in AX so that C(f ) ⊆ U and h(y) / ∈ U AX . Thus U / ∈ O y . Hence T f (y) = 0.
Lemma 7. The map h :Ỹ → AX is continuous.
Hence there exists ϕ ∈ A(X) so that ϕ(P ) ⊆ {0} and
AX . This proves that h is continuous onỸ .
In the sequel, we will be concerned with operators that are continuous with respect to certain topologies. A useful consequence of it is that the map h mapsỸ into i(X). A linear topology on A(X, E) is said to be compactly determined if for every neighborhood U of 0 in A(X, E), there is a compact subset K of X such that f ∈ U for all f ∈ A(X, E) with f |K = 0.
Proposition 8. Suppose that T : A(X, E) → A(Y, F ) is linear and separating. Assume that T is continuous with respect to a compactly determined linear topology on A(X, E) and a linear topology on A(Y, F ) that is stronger than the topology of pointwise convergence. Let h :Ỹ → AX be the support map. Then h(Ỹ ) ⊆ i(X).
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists y 0 ∈Ỹ such that h(y 0 ) = x 0 / ∈ i(X). There exists f 0 ∈ A(X, E) such that T f 0 (y 0 ) = 0. By assumption, there is a neighborhood V of 0 in A(Y, F ) such that g(y 0 ) < T f 0 (y 0 ) for all g ∈ V . By continuity of T , there is a neighborhood U of 0 in A(X, E) so that T U ⊆ V . Since the topology on A(X, E) is compactly determined, there exists a compact set K in X so that f ∈ U for all f ∈ A(X, E) with f |K = 0. Now, x 0 does not lie within the compact set i(K). Hence there is an open neighborhood Q of x 0 in AX such that
By Proposition 3, there exists ϕ ∈ A(X) such that ϕ(K) ⊆ {0} and ϕ(Q) ⊆ {1}. Consider the function ϕf 0 ∈ A(X, E). We claim that
This contradiction completes the proof of the proposition.
Continuous separating maps between spaces of differentiable functions
From hereon we will focus our attention on spaces of differentiable functions. Let X and Y be open subsets of Banach spaces G and H respectively. Assume that 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, 0 ≤ q ≤ ∞ and let E and F be Banach spaces. The space C p (X, E) consists of all functions f : X → E so that for all k ∈ N p = {i ∈ N ∪ {0}, i ≤ p}, the (Fréchet) derivative D k f is a continuous function from X into S k (G, E), the space of all bounded symmetric k-linear maps from G k into E. (For notational convenience, we let D 0 f = f and S 0 (G, E) = E.) We will assume that there is a bump function
and that sup x∈G D k ϕ(x) < ∞ for all k ∈ N p . Such is the case, for example, if G is a subspace of ℓ r , p ≤ r < ∞, or a subspace of ℓ 2n for some n ∈ N. Refer to [6] for information on smoothness in Banach spaces. The space C p (X) satisfies property ( * ) from §1 and, with the assumed existence of bump functions as above, it separates points from closed sets.
Suppose that T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ) is a linear separating map. If we take A(X, E) = C p (X, E) and A(X) = C p (X), then Proposition 4 applies to T . Furthermore, it is clear that the setỸ given by Proposition 4 is an open subset of Y and thus an open subset of H. In place of T , it suffices to consider the map from C p (X, E) into C q (Ỹ , F ) given by f → T f |Ỹ . Without loss of generality, we may assume that Y =Ỹ ; equivalently, for all y ∈ Y , there exists f ∈ C p (X, E) so that T f (y) = 0. We call such an operator T nowhere trivial.
For each compact subset K of X and each
defines a seminorm on C p (X, E). The set of seminorms ρ K,k , where K is a compact subset of X and k ∈ N p , generates a compactly determined topology that is stronger than the topology of pointwise convergence. From now on, endow C p (X, E) with this topology and C q (Y, F ) with the corresponding topology. In particular, assuming that T :
linear, separating and continuous, Proposition 8 applies. In this situation, we identify i(X) with X and consider the support map h as a (continuous) map from Y into X. 
and set x 0 = h(y k 0 ). Let ϕ ∈ C p (G) be the bump function described above and let
for all x ∈ X, x − x 0 > 1/n. On the other hand, for any x ∈ X with
By choice of δ, it follows that
Remark. By considering the seminorm ρ K,j in place of ρ K,0 , the proof
We now obtain a representation theorem for continuous linear separating maps between spaces of differentiable functions. For any e ∈ G, let e k be the element (e, . . . , e) (k components) in G k .
Theorem 10. Let T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ) be a separating, nowhere trivial and continuous linear operator and denote by h the support map. There exist
Furthermore, for every y 0 ∈ Y , there exist r > 0 and k 0 ∈ N p such that Φ k (y, ·) = 0 for all k > k 0 and all y ∈ B(y 0 , r), and that {Φ k (y, ·) : y ∈ B(y 0 , r)} is uniformly bounded for each k ≤ k 0 .
Proof. For any y ∈ Y and any
For y 0 ∈ Y , let r 1 > 0 and k 0 ∈ N p be given by Proposition 9. Let y ∈ B(y 0 , r 1 ) and
Hence Φ k (y, S) = 0 by Proposition 9. For any f ∈ C p (X, E), consider the function
This gives rise to the representation (2) since Φ k (y, ·) = 0 for all k > k 0 . The linearity of Φ k (y, ·) is clear from the definition and the linearity of T . By direct computation, for any y ∈ Y , S ∈ S k (G, E) and x ∈ X,
It follows that
This shows that each Φ k (y, ·) is a bounded linear operator and that {Φ k (y, ·) : y ∈ L} is uniformly bounded on any compact subset L of Y . If there exists y 0 ∈ Y such that {Φ k (y, ·) : y ∈ B(y 0 , r)} is not uniformly bounded for any r > 0, then there is a sequence (y n ) converging to y 0 so that (Φ k (y n , ·)) is unbounded. This contradicts the above since the set {(y n )} ∪ {y 0 } is compact in Y . Similarly, if S is bounded, it follows easily that if (y n ) converges to y in Y , then (D m f yn,S ) converges uniformly to D m f y,S on any compact subset K of X for any m. Thus (f yn,S ) converges to f y,S in C p (X, E). Hence (T f yn,S ) converges uniformly to T f y,S on the compact set {(y n )}∪{y}. Therefore, (Φ k (y n , S)) converges to Φ k (y, S). This establishes the continuity of Φ k (·, S).
Theorem 10 is not the last word since there is no mention of differentiability of h or Φ k . In the next few sections, we will see that in some cases (depending on p and q), weak compactness of T leads to degeneracy (constancy on connected components) of the support map.
Degeneracy of the support map, q > p.
This section and the next two are at the heart of the paper. From hereon, T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ) will always be a separating, nowhere trivial and continuous linear operator, having a representation given by Theorem 10.
The support map h is implicitly determined by the operator T via the representation given in Theorem 10. We want to extract information on h under various assumptions on T . We begin with the simplest case in this section; namely, when q > p. Recall that we assume the existence of a bump function ϕ with bounded derivatives on the Banach space G containing X. Let
Lemma 11. Let (x n ) be a sequence in X converging to a point x 0 ∈ X. Suppose that x n − x 0 = r n , and that 0 < 3r n+1 < r n for all n ∈ N. Set ϕ n (x) = ϕ( 2 rn (x − x n )). Let (f n ) be a sequence in C p (X, E) and let
for all n ∈ N and all k ∈ N p . If
and
then the pointwise sum f = ϕ n f n belongs to C p (X, E), and
Proof. Since the supports of the functions ϕ n f n tend toward the point x 0 , it is clear that f is C p on X \ {x 0 }. We first prove by induction that D k f (x 0 ) = 0 for all k ∈ N p . The case k = 0 is trivial. Assume that the claim has been verified for some k, 0 ≤ k < p. If x / ∈ ∪B(x n , r n /2), then D k f (x) = 0. Suppose that x ∈ B(x n , r n /2) for some n. Then
x n , r n /2) for some n and 0 otherwise. The continuity of D p f at x 0 follows from condition (4).
Theorem 12. Assume that 1 ≤ p < ∞ and that at y 0 ∈ Y , Φ i (y 0 , ·) = 0 for some i ≤ p. For all q ′ ∈ N q , there exist r > 0 and C < ∞ so that
Proof. Otherwise, there are a sequence (y n ) in Y \ {y 0 } converging to y 0 and
Hence it is possible to choose a positive sequence (c n ) so that c n / h(y n )−h(y 0 ) p−i → 0 and c n / y n − y 0 q ′ → ∞. Set x n = h(y n ) and x 0 = h(y 0 ). By using a subsequence if necessary, we may further assume that 0 < 3r n+1 < r n , where r n = x n − x 0 . Let S ∈ S i (G, E) be such that Φ i (y 0 , S) = 0. Define f n (x) = c n S(x − x n ) i and ϕ n as in Lemma 11. By choice of c n , f = ϕ n f n lies in C p (X, E) and D j f (x 0 ) = 0 for all j ∈ N p . Thus T f is C q and, a fortiori, lies in C q ′ . Furthermore, by the Remark following Proposition 9,
and (Φ i (y n , S)) converges to Φ i (y 0 , S) = 0, we have c n / y n − y 0 q ′ → 0, contrary to the choice of c n . Proof. Choose q ′ ∈ N q so that q ′ > p. Since T is nowhere trivial, for any
Thus Dh(y) = 0 for all y ∈ Y and the conclusion of the corollary follows.
4. Degeneracy of the support map, p = q = ∞ Certainly, for different arrangements of p and q, and without additional assumptions, degeneracy of the support map will not result. Recall that a set W in C q (Y, F ) is said to be bounded if it is absorbed by every open neighborhood of 0; equivalently, if each seminorm ρ L,ℓ (see (1) ) is bounded on W . In this section, we show that when p = q = ∞ and T maps some open set onto a bounded set, then the support map is degenerate. The condition on T is satisfied in particular when it is compact or weakly compact. Lemma 14. For any ℓ ∈ N, there exists c < ∞ so that given a ∈ X, 0 < ε < 1 with B(a, ε) ⊆ X and f ∈ C ∞ (X, E) with
Proof. By translation, we may assume that a = 0. As usual, let ϕ denote the assumed bump function and set c = 2 ℓ max 0≤k≤ℓ sup x∈G D k ϕ(x) . Given ε > 0 with B(0, ε) ⊆ X, consider the function g : X → E defined by
Since g(x) = 0 when x > 2ε, D j g(x) = 0 for x > 2ε and any j ∈ N∪{0}. If x ∈ X and x ≤ 2ε, by Taylor's Theorem (see, e.g., [14] ) and using the
Thus, for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ,
For the remainder of the section, fix a separating, nowhere trivial linear operator T :
In particular, T is continuous. Given y 0 ∈ Y , we may find by applying Theorem 10 k 0 ∈ N and r > 0 so that
Moreover, since T maps an open set onto a bounded set, there are a compact set L ⊆ X and ℓ ∈ N such that for all m ∈ N∪{0} and every compact K ⊆ Y , there exists C = C(K, m) < ∞ so that
We may assume without loss of generality that ℓ ≥ k 0 .
Proof. By Lemma 14, for any δ > 0, there exists g ∈ C ∞ (X, E) so that g = f on a neighborhood of h(y) and max 0≤j≤ℓ sup x∈X D j g(x) ≤ δ. By the representation of T , T g = T f on a neighborhood of y. From (5), we deduce that
The result follows since δ > 0 is arbitrary.
Denote h(y 0 ) by a and assume that B(a, s) ⊆ X for some 0 < s < 1.
Proposition 16. Let K be a compact convex set in B(y 0 , r) containing the point y 0 . Suppose that 0 ≤ j ≤ k 0 , S ∈ S j (G, E) and r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 are nonnegative integers so that r 1 +r 3 = ℓ+1, r 3 +r 4 = j and α = r 2 +r 4 ≤ k 0 .
If z ∈ K, b = h(z) ∈ B(a, s), and x * is a norm 1 functional in the dual space
Then there exists a finite constant
Consider any ε so that b − a < ε < s. By Lemma 14, there exists g ∈ C ∞ (X, E) such that g = f on B(a, ε) and
Now, for x ∈ B(a, 2ε),
where the sum is taken over all integers 0 ≤ s i ≤ r i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, with sum ℓ. Using the estimates x − a , x − b < 3ε and
we see that
Take C = C(K, ℓ + 1). From (5) and the above, we obtain
Observe that T f (z) = T g(z) as f = g on a neighborhood of h(z) = b. Since we may make ε as close to b − a as we please, the result follows.
Proposition 17. In the notation of Proposition 16, let W be the operator in S α (G, E) determined by
Proof. We proceed by induction on α, beginning with α = k 0 and ending at α = 0. Suppose that α = k 0 . Let f be the function defined in Proposition 16. Then
Now suppose that 0 ≤ α < k 0 , and the proposition has been proved for any β, α < β ≤ k 0 . Let f be the function defined in Proposition 16, with the parameter α.
where the sum is taken over all integers 0 ≤ s 1 ≤ r 1 , 0 ≤ s 3 ≤ r 3 , such that s 1 + s 3 = k − α, and, for each such pair,
If k 0 ≥ k > α, the inductive hypothesis gives 
Note that j ≤ k 0 ≤ ℓ. Since the right hand side tends to 0 as z tends to y 0 in K, j = ℓ. Thus ℓ − j > 0. Therefore,
That is, h has directional derivative 0 in every direction at any point y 0 ∈ Y . It follows easily that h must be constant on a neighborhood of every point in Y , from which the conclusion of the theorem is easily deduced.
Example. Suppose that 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ ∞ and that q is finite. Then there may exist a separating, nowhere trivial linear operator T :
which maps some open set in C p (X, E) onto a bounded set in C q (Y, F ) whose support map is not locally constant. Indeed, let I = (0, 1) and consider the map T :
Clearly, T is a separating, nowhere trivial linear operator. Taking L = [0, 1], it maps the open set {f ∈ C p (R) : ρ L,q (f ) < 1} onto a bounded set in C q (I). However, it is clear that the support map is h(y) = y for all y ∈ I. Furthermore, if q < p, then T maps the open set {f ∈ C p (R) : ρ L,q+1 (f ) < 1} onto a relatively compact set in C q (I).
Degeneracy of the support map, p = q < ∞
The example in the last section shows that the methods of the previous two sections cannot be used to show that the support map of T is locally constant when p = q < ∞, even if T maps an open set onto a bounded set. However, we will show in this section that the support map is locally constant if the nowhere trivial, separating map T : C p (X, E) → C p (Y, F ) is assumed to be weakly compact.
In this section, we assume that 1 ≤ p < ∞ and that T : F ) is a weakly compact, separating, nowhere trivial linear map. Denote by h the support map of T . By Theorem 10, T has the representation 
Proof. By the assumptions, T has the representation T f (y) = Φ 0 (y, f (h(y)) for all y ∈ Y ′ . For any y 0 ∈ Y ′ , since T is nowhere trivial, there exists
Let x * ∈ G * . By the preceding paragraph, x * • h is p-times continuously differentiable on Y ′ . Consider a function α of the form β • x * , where β ∈ C p (R). We have, for any y ∈ Y ′ and w ∈ H,
Applying the chain rule to β • (x * • h) gives, for 1 ≤ j ≤ p,
Hence (T f m ) is relatively weakly compact in C p (Y, F ). Let (y s ) be a sequence in Y ′ converging to y 0 . The set K = {(y s )} ∪ {y 0 } is compact and thus the map g → D p g |K is a continuous linear operator from C p (Y, F ) into C(K, S p (H, F )); hence it is continuous with respect to the weak topologies on these spaces. Therefore, (D p T f m|K ) is relatively weakly compact in C(K, S p (H, F )). To simplify notation, let us assume that (
where the limits are taken with respect to the weak topology on S p (H, F ). Of course, the same equation holds if the general derivative D is replaced by the restricted derivative D Y ′ . By (c) and equations (6) and (7), D 
Thus lim s sup m |β 
Therefore, from (6), we obtain for w ∈ H and with limits taken in the weak topology on F , 
Now let (y n ) be a sequence in U converging to y 0 . We may assume that all y n belong to an open ball centered at y 0 contained in Y . For each n, set t n = sup{0 ≤ t < 1 : (1 − t)y 0 + ty n ∈ Y ′ } and z n = (1 − t n )y 0 + t n y n . Since Y ′ is closed in Y , z n ∈ Y ′ . Also, the segment (z n , y n ] is contained in U and hence h is constant there. By continuity, h(z n ) = h(y n ). Thus Proof. The map T is continuous and hence we have the representation of T given by Theorem 10. By the assumption, there exist ℓ ∈ N p and a compact set L in X so that the set {f : ρ L,ℓ (f ) < 1} is mapped onto a bounded set. Suppose that there exists y 0 ∈ Y with h(y 0 ) / ∈ L. Choose r > 0 so that B(h(y 0 ), 2r) ∩ L = ∅. Denoting by ϕ the assumed bump function on G, for any k ∈ N p and any S ∈ S k (G, E), the function f ∈ C p (X, E) given by f (x) = ϕ( is bounded in the topology on C q (Y, F ). Therefore, T f = 0. In particular, using the representation of T , k!Φ k (y 0 , S) = T f (y 0 ) = 0. This shows that Φ k (y 0 , ·) = 0 for all k ∈ N p , contrary to the assumption that T is non-trivial at the point y 0 . We have shown that h(Y ) is contained in the compact set L, and hence is relatively compact. If p < ∞, then the second assertion of the proposition is obvious, since we may take ℓ = p. If p = ∞, take ℓ as in the previous paragraph. Let y 0 ∈ Y . By the proof of Proposition 15, if
Corollary 13, Theorems 18 and 23 and Proposition 24 provide information on the support map of T in various cases. We now consider how (weak) compactness of T informs on the maps Φ k in the representation of T . The key observation is given in the next proposition.
Proposition 25. Define the map J :
, where the product is taken over all compact subsets K of Y and all m ∈ N q . Then J is a linear homeomorphic embedding with closed range. In particular, a subset V of C q (Y, F ) is relatively compact, respectively, relatively weakly compact, if and only if JV is relatively compact, respectively, relatively weakly compact.
Proof. It is clear that J is a linear homeomorphic embedding. If J has closed (= weakly closed, because of convexity) range, then the final statement of the proposition follows easily.
Suppose that (f α ) is a net in C q (Y, F ) so that (Jf α ) converges. In particular, for each y ∈ Y , and each m, (D m f α (y)) α converges to some g m (y). We claim that the function g m :
The limit must be g m|K . Thus, g m|K is continuous on K. In particular, lim k g m (y k ) = g m (y 0 ). This proves that g m is continuous at any y 0 ∈ Y . Next, we show that Dg m = g m+1 if 0 ≤ m < q. Fix y 0 ∈ Y and let V be a convex open neighborhood of y 0 in Y . For all y ∈ V and all α,
Since (D m f α ) α and (D m+1 f α ) α converge uniformly on the segment [y 0 , y] to g m and g m+1 respectively, we have
Because of the continuity of g m+1 , we find that Dg m (y 0 ) = g m+1 (y 0 ), as desired. It now follows easily that D m g 0 = g m and so F ) ) by assumption, and the limit must be g m|K = D m g 0|K . Therefore, (Jf α ) α converges to Jg 0 . This proves that J has closed range.
be a compact, separating, nowhere trivial linear operator with support map
for all f ∈ C p (X, E) and all y ∈ Y α . For a given y, L(S k (G, E), S m (H, F ) ) is continuous with respect to the operator norm topology. Conversely, any operator T satisfying all of the above is a compact, separating linear operator from C p (X, E) into C q (Y, F ).
Proof. Suppose that T is a compact, separating, nowhere trivial linear operator. By Theorem 10, T has the representation given by (2) . By Corollary 13, Theorem 18 or Theorem 23, there is a partition (Y α ) of Y into clopen subsets so that the support map h is constant on each Y α . Denote the value of h on Y α by x α . By Proposition 24, the set (x α ) is relatively compact in X and there exists ℓ ∈ N p such that Φ k = 0 for all k > ℓ. Hence we obtain the representation (8) 
From compactness of T , we obtain i ∈ N p and a compact set
is a compact operator. On the other hand, choose K to be any convergent sequence (y j ) in Y α together with the limit y 0 . Since the set {D m (T f S ) : S ≤ ε} is equicontinuous on K, lim
This proves that the function y → D m y Φ k (y, ·) is continuous with respect to the norm topology on L(S k (G, E), S m (H, F ) ).
In the converse direction, let ℓ be given by the statement of the theorem and L be a compact set in X containing (x α ). From conditions (a) and (b) and equation (8) , one easily deduces that for all m ∈ N q and all compact sets F ) ) by Arzelà-Ascoli's Theorem. Relative compactness of the set {T f : ρ L,ℓ (f ) < 1} follows from Proposition 25.
Given a bounded linear operator T mapping between Banach spaces, let T * denote its adjoint. If G 1 and G 2 are Banach spaces, the strong operator topology on L(G 1 , G 2 ) is the topology generated by the seminorms ρ u (T ) = T u , u ∈ G 1 .
Theorem 27. Assume that 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ ∞. Let T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ) be a weakly compact, separating, nowhere trivial linear operator with support map h. Then there exist ℓ ∈ N p , functions
for all f ∈ C p (X, E) and all y ∈ Y α . For a given y,
is continuous with respect to the strong operator topology. Conversely, any operator T satisfying all of the above is a weakly compact, separating linear operator from C p (X, E) into C q (Y, F ). (H, F ) ). By [17, Theorem IV.4.3] , the weak topology on K,m C(K, S m (H, F )) is the product of the weak topologies on C(K, S m (H, F )). Thus, by Tychonoff's Theorem, V is relatively weakly compact if and only if {D m f |K : f ∈ V } is relatively weakly compact in C(K, S m (H, F )) for every m ∈ N q , and every compact subset K of Y .
Assume that T is weakly compact. There exist a compact subset L of X and i ∈ N p , so that{T f : ρ L,i (f ) < 1} is relatively weakly compact. Given
S ≤ ε} is relatively weakly compact in C({y}, S m (H, F )) = S m (H, F ). Hence condition (c) holds. On the other hand, choose K to be any convergent sequence (y j ) in Y α together with the limit y 0 . Let m ∈ N q and denote by B the closed unit ball of (S m (H, F )) * , endowed with the weak * topology, which renders it into a compact Hausdorff space. The map I :
given by Ig(y, γ) = γ(g(y)) is a linear isometric embedding. Set W = {D m (T f S ) |K : S ≤ ε}. Then IW is relatively weakly compact in C(K × B). By [7, Theorem IV.6.14] , the closure of IW in the pointwise topology is contained in C(K × B). Denote by R y the operator D m y Φ k (y, ·). Suppose that S ∈ S k (G, E) * * with S ≤ ε. Define g S : K × B → R by g S (y, γ) = (R * * y S)(γ). There exists a net (S β ) in S k (G, E), S β ≤ ε, that converges to S in the weak * topology.
and converge pointwise to g S . Thus g S is continuous on K × B. Therefore, lim j g S (y j , γ) = g S (y 0 , γ) uniformly for γ ∈ B, which means that lim j R * * y j S = R * * y 0 S in the norm of (S m (H, F )) * * . This proves condition (d).
In the converse direction, let ℓ be given by the statement of the theorem and L be a compact set in X containing (x α ). We claim that {T f : ρ L,ℓ (f ) < 1} is relatively weakly compact in C q (Y, F ). By the discussion in the first paragraph of the proof and using the isometric embedding I as above, it suffices to show for that each m ∈ N q , and each compact subset K of some Y α , the set {ID m (T f ) |K : ρ L,ℓ (f ) < 1} is relatively weakly compact in C(K × B). By [7, Theorem IV.6 .14], we only need to show that the pointwise closure of this set is contained in C(K × B). Let (f β ) be a net with ρ L,ℓ (f β ) < 1 for all β and assume that (ID m (T f β ) |K ) β converges pointwise to a function g on K × B. For 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, D k f β (x α ) < 1. Thus, we may assume that (D k f β (x α )) β converges to some S k ∈ (S k (G, E)) * * in the weak * topology. Denote by R k,y the operator D m y Φ k (y, ·). By condition (c), R k,y is a weakly compact operator for each y. Hence R * * k,y S k ∈ S m (H , F ) and lim β R k,y (D k f β (x α )) = R * * k,y (S k ) weakly. Therefore, for all y ∈ K and all γ ∈ B,
It follows that, for each y ∈ K, g(y, ·) is a continuous function on B.
that is, g(y j , γ) converges to g(y, γ) uniformly in γ ∈ B. Since, by the above, each g(y j , ·) is a continuous function on B, it follows easily that g is a continuous function on K × B.
The case p > q
The example at the end of Section 4 tells us that when p > q, the support map of a compact, disjointness preserving linear operator T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ) need not be degenerate. Indeed, we shall see that the support map need not even be differentiable at all points of Y . In this section, we will present the counterparts of Theorems 26 and 27 when p > q and X is an open set in R n .
As indicated, in this section, X will be an open set in R n . A multiindex is an n-tuple of nonnegative integers λ = (λ 1 , · · · , λ n ). The order of λ is |λ| = n i=1 λ i . If x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n and λ is a multiindex, let x λ = n i=1 x λ i . Given a multiindex λ and u ∈ E, let S λ,u be the operator in S k (R n , E), k = |λ|, so that S λ,u x k = x λ u. The set of operators {S λ,u : |λ| = k, u ∈ E} span S k (R n , E). For the rest of the section, let T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ) be given a continuous, separating, nowhere trivial linear operator. Denote by h the support map. By Theorem 10, T has the representation
where the sum is locally finite. 
is a dense open set in W . If y ∈ W ∩ k 0 m=0 int B m , then Φ |λ| (y, S λ,u ) = 0 whenever λ i ≤ k 0 and u ∈ E. Thus Φ k (y, ·) = 0 for all k ≤ k 0 . Since y ∈ W , Φ k (y, ·) = 0 for k > k 0 as well. This contradicts the fact that T is nontrivial at y. Hence
The set U i = ∪ W U W fulfills the conditions of the proposition.
Let U be the set ∩ n i=1 U i . Then U is a dense open subset of Y . Denote the i-th component of h by h i . Given multiindices λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) and ν = (ν 1 , . . . , ν n ), we write λ ≤ ν to mean that λ i ≤ ν i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In this case, we let the binomial coefficient
which yields, upon substituting i = j − k and switching the order of summation,
It follows that the function F = (F 0 , . . . , F m 0 +1 ) has a local C ∞ inverse at any (t 0 , . . . , t m 0 , s) with t m 0 = 0. Since F (g 0 , . . . , g m 0 , h 1 ) is C q on V and, because h(y 0 ) = 0,
the function h 1 , in particular, must be C q on a neighborhood of y 0 .
The next example shows that h need not be differentiable at all points of Y .
Example. Assume that 0 ≤ q < p < ∞. If f ∈ C p (R), then it is easy to check that the function
belongs to C p (R). Consider the map R : f → g as an operator from C p (R) to C q (I), where I = (−1, 1). Then R is a continuous, separating, nowhere trivial linear operator. It is even compact as it maps the open set {f ∈ C p : max k≤p sup |t|≤1 |f (k) (t)| < 1} onto a compact subset of C q (I). However, the support map h : I → R of R, given by h(t) = 0 if t < 0 and h(t) = t if t ≥ 0, is not differentiable at 0.
To proceed, we require a result from [15] . If f : U → X is a C q function on U , then Ψ : U → F defined by Ψ(y) = Φ(y, f (y)) belongs to C q (U, F ). For each m ∈ N q and each y ∈ U ,
Applying Proposition 30 to the operator T with the representation given at the beginning of the section, we obtain Proposition 31. For any k and any S ∈ S k (R n , E), the function y → Φ k (y, S) belongs to C q (U, F ). Given m ∈ N q , denote the m-th derivative of this function by D m y Φ k (·, S). For each y ∈ U , the map S → D m y Φ k (y, S) is a bounded linear operator from S k (R n , E) to S m (H, F ). The set of all such operators is locally bounded on U ; that is, for each y 0 ∈ U , there exists ε > 0 so that
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. Assume that the proposition holds up to and including k − 1. (If k = 0, the assumption is vacuously true.) If S ∈ S k (R n , E), let f S : X → E be the function f S (x) = Sx k . Then
Since h is C q on U by Proposition 29, it follows from the inductive hypothesis and Proposition 30 that the summation term above is a C q function of y on U . Since T f S ∈ C q (Y, F ) as well, Φ k (y, S) is a C q function of y on U . Fix y ∈ U . By the continuity of T , for each m in N q and each y ∈ Y , D m (T f S )(y) is a bounded linear operator of the variable S. Furthermore, by the inductive hypothesis and the differentiation formula (9), the m-th derivative with respect to y of the summation term in (10) is a bounded linear operator of S. Thus the map S → D m y Φ k (y, S) is a bounded linear operator. To obtain the final conclusion of the proposition, it suffices to show, in view of (9), (10) Now suppose that T is also compact. There exist a compact set L in X and ℓ ∈ N p so that {T f : ρ L,ℓ (f ) < 1} is relatively compact in C q (Y, F ). For k ∈ N p and S ∈ S k (R n , E), let f S (x) = Sx k . Then {T f S : S ≤ 1} is relatively compact in C q (Y, F ). Let K = {(y i )} ∪ {y 0 }, where (y i ) is a sequence in Y converging to y 0 ∈ Y . For each m ∈ N q , {D m (T f S ) |K : S ≤ 1} is relatively compact in C(K, S m (H, F )). Let R m,y (S) = D m (T f S )(y) Thus {R m,y (S) : S ≤ 1} is relatively compact for each y ∈ K and the set of maps y → R m,y (S), S ≤ 1, is equicontinuous on K. Hence R m,y is a compact operator for any y ∈ Y (since K can be chosen to contain y) and lim i R m,y i = R m,y 0 in the operator norm of L(S k (R n , E), S m (H, F )). Since Y is metric, this means that y → R m,y is continuous with respect to the operator norm topology.
Theorem 32. Let X be an open set in R n and assume that 0 ≤ q < p ≤ ∞. Suppose that T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ) is a compact, separating, nowhere trivial linear operator with support map h. Then there exist ℓ ∈ N p and functions Φ k : Y × S k (R n , E) → F , 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, so that T has the representation
for all f ∈ C p (X, E) and all y ∈ Y . For a given y, Φ k (y, ·) is a bounded linear operator from S k (R n , E) into F . The set h(Y ) is relatively compact in X. There exists a dense open set U in Y so that h is C q on U . For each S ∈ S k (R n , E), Φ k (y, S) belongs to C q (U, F ) as a function of y ∈ U . Moreover, for any k ≤ ℓ, (a) For any y ∈ U and m ∈ N q , the map D m y Φ k (y, ·) : S k (R n , E) → S m (H, F ) is a compact operator; (b) For each m ∈ N q , the map y → D m y Φ k (y, ·) from U into the space of bounded linear operators L(S k (R n , E), S m (H, F )) is continuous with respect to the operator norm topology.
Proof. By Proposition 24, T has the given representation for some ℓ ∈ N p and h(Y ) is relatively compact in X. By Theorem 10, Φ k (y, ·) : S k (R n , E) → F is a bounded linear operator for each y ∈ Y . By Proposition 29, h is C q on a dense open subset U of Y . By Proposition 31, for each S ∈ S k (R n , E), Φ k (y, S) belongs to C q (U, F ) as a function of y ∈ U . Finally, using the notation above, rewrite equation (10) For each m ∈ N q , observe that D m (T f S )(y) = R m,y (S). By the discussion preceding the theorem, R m,y is a compact operator and a continuous function of y with respect to the operator norm topology. Differentiate the summation term (m-times) using (9) for y ∈ U . Assuming conditions (a) and (b) for Φ i , 0 ≤ i < k, the m-th derivative with respect to y of the summation term above is a compact operator of S, and is a continuous function of y ∈ U with respect to the operator norm topology. Therefore, we obtain conditions (a) and (b) for Φ k .
Remarks.
(a) If Φ k (y 0 , ·) = 0 for some k ∈ N p with k + q > p, then h is constant on a neighborhood of y 0 by Theorem 12.
(b) If, in addition to the conditions on Φ k 's enunciated in the theorem, it is also assumed that for all m ∈ N q and 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, the m-th derivative of k−1 i=0 k! (k−i)! Φ i (y, Sh(y) k−i ) with respect to y, considered as a linear operator of the variable S, extends continuously in the operator norm topology to a function on Y , then the operator T with the given representation is compact.
A similar result holds for weakly compact operators. The argument is similar to that of Theorem 32, but using the consideration for weak compactness as in the proof of Theorem 27. The details are omitted.
Theorem 33. Let X be an open set in R n and assume that 0 ≤ q < p ≤ ∞. Suppose that T : C p (X, E) → C q (Y, F ) is a weakly compact, separating, nowhere trivial linear operator with support map h. Then there exist ℓ ∈ N p and functions Φ k : Y × S k (R n , E) → F , 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, so that T has the representation
for all f ∈ C p (X, E) and all y ∈ Y . For a given y, Φ k (y, ·) is a bounded linear operator from S k (R n , E) into F . The set h(Y ) is relatively compact in X. There exists a dense open set U in Y so that h is C q on U . For each S ∈ S k (R n , E), Φ k (y, S) belongs to C q (U, F ) as a function of y ∈ U . Moreover, for any k ≤ ℓ, (a) For any y ∈ U and m ∈ N q , the map D m y Φ k (y, ·) : S k (R n , E) → S m (H, F ) is a weakly compact operator; (b) For each m ∈ N q , the map y → (D m y Φ k (y, ·)) * * from U into the space of bounded linear operators L(S k (R n , E) * * , S m (H, F ) * * ) is continuous with respect to the strong operator topology.
